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Audio 
Just an overall comment on the importance of audio – quality audio can make or break 
your digital story!  Attention must be paid to recording the highest quality audio that is 
possible.  This may sound simple, but it is actually very tricky. 
 
The built-in microphone on a video camera should be used only as a last resort if 
recording important sounds or interviews.  Most cameras have a jack allowing you to 
connect an external microphone to the camera to record higher quality sound. 
 
Use headphones to monitor the audio that you are capturing with the camera. 
 
There are four main types of microphones that Colgate can provide: 
1) Shotgun mic – secured to the top of the camera and does a fairly good job of recording 
sound coming from a specific area and the immediately surrounding area.  You should be 
fairly close to the sound (5-20 feet) to record acceptable sound. 
2) Handheld mic – the subject either holds the mic or it is placed on a mic stand right in 
front of them.  This is the preferred mic for interviews and lectures. 
3) Lapel mic – this can be either wired or wireless and it clips to the clothing of the 
subject.  This option allows the subject to keep their hands free and may seem more 
natural. 
4) Digital Audio Recorder – not just a microphone, but a complete unit that can be used 
to record an audio interview or a voiceover.  The audio from this type of device can then 
be imported and incorporated into your digital story. 
 
Images 
It is possible to make a beautiful video project that doesn’t include any video at all.  You 
can accomplish this by using higher resolution images and then applying slow zooms 
and/or pans to give the images a sense of movement. 
 
If using a digital still camera, make sure you are taking higher resolution images.  Most 
cameras allow you to select the quality of the pictures that you take.  If you are not sure 
what to set the camera on, lean towards higher quality.  Higher resolution images enable 
you to zoom into them with video editing software without loosing clarity. 
 
See the FCP document on Image Zooming and Panning 
(http://wiki.colgate.edu/itwiki/ITS:Digital_Media/documentation) 
 
You can search for high quality images on the internet via images.google.com.  There is a 
setting that allows you to refine your search to ONLY large images.  If you use images 
from random websites, make sure you cite them correctly in your biography or credits. 
 



 
 
Crediting images from online sources (include as much info as you can gather): 
Format: 
Item Author. "Item Title." Item Type. Website Creator or Owner.  
Website Title. URL. Date posted, updated, or accessed. 
Example: 
Lewis, Clifford. "Utica and vicinity." Map. Library of Congress.  
American Memory. http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3804u.ct002164. Accessed September 10, 2008. 
 
You can find a list of copyright clear image sites on the Colgate Libraries website at: 
http://cu-cel.org/library/psource/subjects/display.php?id=75  
 
 
Video 

• Think about your video shoot ahead of time and make a list of all of the shots that 
you want to capture when out in the field.  For example, when shooting an 
interview, you may also want to shoot the person interacting with their 
environment – talking with colleagues, typing at the computer, walking into the 
building (think “60 Minutes”) 

• Unless you are expert, keep the camera settings on “Automatic”. 
• Use a tripod 
• Light 

o When shooting outdoors, to avoid harsh shadows, try to shoot early or late 
in the day when the sun is not so high in the sky, or shoot on a cloudy day. 

o Don’t shoot your subject in front of bright light or window, otherwise you 
may capture only your subject’s silhouette. 

o When shooting indoors, try to bring as much light into the room as you 
can with additional lamps and overhead lights. 

• Shoot multiple angles of the same scene with multiple takes.  For example, if you 
wanted to shoot someone typing at a computer, you may want to shoot: 

o A shot looking over their shoulder with the computer in the background 
o A shot from behind the computer that frames their face with the computer 

in the foreground 
o A close-up shot of their hands typing on the keyboard 

• Press the record button several seconds before you actually want to record as the 
camera sometimes takes a few seconds to begin to record. 

• Keep the background as simple as possible with minimal distractions. 
• Avoid excessive panning and zooming, but when you do pan and zoom, use slow, 

smooth, and deliberate motions. This will make your videos much more 
watchable. 



• Frame you subjects using the “Rule of Thirds” 
It works like this:  Imaginary lines are drawn dividing the image into thirds both 
horizontally and vertically. You place important elements of your composition 
where these lines intersect. 
 

           
• Shoot in Sequences 

Think of different scenes, as in a movie. Each of those scenes is made up of 
sequences. In each sequence, you need to follow the action, and shoot wide, 
medium and close-up. 
 
Say you want to capture a person arriving at work in the morning on her bicycle -- 
that's one sequence. It could be made up of the following shots: the person pulling 
up to the building, getting off the bicycle, chaining the bicycle to the bicycle 
stand, taking off gloves, taking off her helmet, tucking gloves into the helmet, and 
walking into the building. Every little detail is important. You can't shoot enough 
details. 
 
In fact, a good ratio to shoot for (literally) is 50 percent closeups and extreme 
closeups, 25 percent medium shots, and 25 percent wide shots. 
 
It might break down like this: a wide shot of her arriving. A medium shot of her 
getting off the bicycle. A close-up of her pushing the front wheel of the bike into 
the bike stand. A close-up of her chaining the bike to the stand. An extreme 
closeup of her taking off her gloves. An extreme close-up of her eyes as she looks 
at her hands while she's taking off her gloves. A close-up of her taking off her 
helmet and tucking the gloves into it. A close-up of her straightening her hair and 
looking at the building. A medium and wide shots of her walking into the building 
with the helmet tucked under her arm. 

• Change Perspectives - Try to change point and/or angle of view after every shot. 
o Look for interesting perspectives. 
o Don't shoot everything from eye level - it's boring. 
o Especially try shots where you hold your camera close to the ground and 

shoot up toward your subject. The small size of digital video cameras 
makes these shots very easy to take. 
 
For example, if you're shooting a scene like people walking on a sidewalk, 
hold the camera low to show their feet moving, rather than straight-on 
shots of their faces. 

 



Interviewing (See separate document on questioning techniques) 
• Ask the person you're interviewing to look at you, not at the camera. 
• Try to avoid a straight-on shot - shoot the person from a slight angle to the left or 

right, keeping the interviewee off to one side of the frame 
• Keep camera at eye level, but, do not leave excessive room from head up in shot 
• Capture hand-movements if possible 

 

• Framing using the “Rule of Thirds” (see above image on right) 
o one third of the frame should be above the person's eyes 
o one third of the frame should be the person's face and shoulder area 
o one third of the frame should be the person's lower torso. 

• Don't use the zoom feature to get a close-up shot of the person - that accentuates 
movement. Instead, move the camera a little closer to the subject. 

• Don't have your interviewee sit in a chair with wheels or that squeaks. 
• And watch out for nervous activity that creates noise - like someone jangling 

change or keys in their pocket. Stop your shoot, point it out to them, and then start 
shooting again. 

• Don't do a pre-interview off camera where you tell them the questions you'll be 
asking beforehand. It makes them sound stilted and canned in their responses 
when the real interview begins. Just give them a general idea of what you'll be 
discussing. 

• When you start the interview, have the camera roll for a few seconds before you 
ask your first question. 

• And during the interview, relax and listen. Don't nod or make gestures. 
 

 
Zoom in really close for  

emotional content 
 

Standard zoom for 
Informational content. 

(Head barely touches top of 
frame.) 



Text 
Incorporating text into your digital story can range from simple to fancy.  Final Cut Pro 
has a very simple text generator that will give you plain and clean text on a black 
background.  See the FCP document on Creating Titles. 
(http://wiki.colgate.edu/itwiki/ITS:Digital_Media/documentation) 
 
To step up your creativity, you can use a program called LiveType to create fairly 
sophisticated text elements in your story.  See the LiveType document. 
 
To go to the professional level of text creativity, you can use a program called Motion.  
You are on your own with this one, but I thought I would at least tell you about it. 
 
Lower-Third Titles should be applied to all interviewees. See examples on images below. 
 

   
 
Voiceover 
Almost every digital story contains a student’s voiceover – a script that is read and 
recorded and included as the anchor of the story.   
 
Generally, students write a script for their story and get approval from their professor 
before moving on to the recording phase. 
 
A rule of thumb:  One double-spaced, typed page of text runs 2-3 minutes, depending on 
the pace at which it is read. 
 
When reading your script for the recording, you don’t have to read the entire script 
perfectly without any mistakes!  You should take it one paragraph at a time.  Begin 
reading the first paragraph and if you get it perfect, then move onto the next paragraph.  
If you make a mistake, you should pause for a second or two and then go back to the 
beginning of that particular paragraph and start reading again.  Once you get to the end of 
your script, you can stop the recording.  You will remove all of the “bad” takes when 
editing in Final Cut Pro. 
 
A voiceover can be recorded in several ways. 

• Using a USB microphone that is connected to the computer.  Final Cut Pro has an 
option to add a voiceover to your project.  You can check out a USB microphone 
from the library’s Circulation desk on the 3rd floor.  See the FCP document on 
voiceovers. (http://wiki.colgate.edu/itwiki/ITS:Digital_Media/documentation) 



• Using a portable digital audio recorder.  With this device, you record your voice 
without the use of the computer.  The device saves your recording as a WAV file, 
which can then be imported into your Final Cut Pro project. 

 
Once your voiceover is recorded and a part of your Final Cut Pro project, you can then 
use the editing tools to clean up your recording. 
 
Music 
Music can add an emotional dimension to your digital story that takes it to another level.  
On the flip side, music that is used incorrectly can make your quality digital story 
unwatchable. 
 
In general you should stick with music without lyrics as the words can distract the viewer 
from your message.  Of course there are exceptions when the words of a song are directly 
related to your story and therefore will add to your message. 
 
The volume of the music in the story must be adjusted using the editing tools in Final Cut 
Pro.  See FCP document on adjusting audio levels. 
(http://wiki.colgate.edu/itwiki/ITS:Digital_Media/documentation) 
 
Colgate has a library of copyright-free music that can be used but you must make an 
appointment to browse the collection located in suite 200 on the second floor of the 
library. 
 
List of copyright clear music sites: 

• http://www.archive.org/details/opensource_audio  
• http://www.opsound.org/index.php  
• http://ccmixter.org/  
• http://www.partnersinrhyme.com/  
• http://www.jamendo.com/en/  
• http://folktunes.org/   (have to give attribution ... Good practice anyway really) 
• http://www.musopen.com/  
• http://wiki.creativecommons.org/Audio#Featured_Audio_Sites  

(aggregate of sites with audio content licensed under a creative commons license) 
 
Final Cut Pro Resources 

• Online tutorials can be found at 
http://wiki.colgate.edu/itwiki/ITS:Digital_Media/documentation 

• Rooms 555A-D in the library have posters on the wall describing the steps to 
complete many common editing tasks 

• Printable PDF documents can be found at: 
http://wiki.colgate.edu/itwiki/ITS:Digital_Media/documentation  

• Student media interns are available to help you from 7-10pm (Sun-Thurs) on the 
5th floor of the library at the Learning Commons Desk 

 
Sample Stories 

• http://computing.colgate.edu/itsl/beijing/ 
• http://www.storycenter.org/stories/ 



• http://www.colgate.edu/video open the console and search for “Dominican”  or 
“Darfur” or “hurricane” or “rugby” 

 
Logistics at Colgate University 

• Video and still cameras can be borrowed from the ITS Service Desk located on 
the third floor of the library.  Contact Nancy Miner (nminer@mail.colgate.edu) to 
reserve your equipment. 

• The Video and Audio Studios, located on level one of the library,  can be reserved 
for use by contacting Ray Nardelli or Rich Grant 

• ITS does not sell dv-tapes or DVDs, so pick up your own supply. The closest 
stores that carry these items are Parry’s and the Colgate Bookstore. 


